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IX 1.1
Did Australia's submarine deal cause lasting damage to its 
relationship with France?

IX 1.2
Will Iran and the Western coalition agree to a revised nuclear 
deal?

IX 1.3
Should India do more to help Bangladesh with the Rohingya 
refugee crisis?

IX 1.4
Are the Vietnamese people better off with no access to Facebook 
or access only to government-censored Facebook?

IX 1.5
Should nations withhold humanitarian aid from Afghanistan to 
avoid supporting the Taliban government?

IX 1.6
Is China making unfair infrastructure loans to neighboring 
countries?

IX 1.7
Do the environmental benefits of nuclear energy outweigh the 
risks of another disaster in Japan?

IX 1.8
Should Taiwan make more aggressive moves to deter Chinese 
aggression?

IX 1.9
Has China's vaccination effort against Covid-19 been a success 
or failure?

IX 1.10
Is foreign pressure making any difference in China's treatment of 
its Uyghur population?
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IX 2.1
Will Germany be a leader in global politics without Angela 
Merkel?

IX 2.2
Did Germany make a mistake in pivoting away from nuclear 
power?

IX 2.3
Do settlements in its occupied territories weaken Israel's position 
in the long-term?

IX 2.4 Will Alexei Navalny die in prison?

IX 2.5
Should European nations significantly increase their investments 
in ocean wave power generation?

IX 2.6
Are taxes on carbon emissions a better policy choice than cap-
and-trade?

IX 2.7
Should Belarus be concerned with Poland's increased military 
investments?

IX 2.8
Which party in Lebanon is in the strongest position to promote 
stability in the nation?

IX 2.9
Is Italy's Covid-19 vaccine passport system doing more harm 
than good?

IX 2.10
Has the UK's handing of Covid-19 been overall helped or 
hindered by its exit from the EU?
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IX 3.1
Will criminal charges against Bolsonaro threaten his hold on 
power in Brazil?

IX 3.2 Would PM Lambert resigning make the situation in Haiti better?

IX 3.3 Is Chile in danger of falling into far right-wing rule?

IX 3.4 Are Latin American nations too protectionist?

IX 3.5 Has the USMCA been a success?

IX 3.6
Should the international community pay Brazil to protect the 
Amazon?

IX 3.7
Should the US subsidize Mexico to keep Haitian migrants away 
from the US-Mexico border?

IX 3.8 Should there be a wall on the US-Mexican border?

IX 3.9
Will Argentina's government interventions succeed at stabilizing 
its economy?

IX 3.10 Will PM Trudeau's next term be as ambitious as he is promising?
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IX 4.1 Will Africa face a 4th wave of Covid-19 in 2022?

IX 4.2 Should China increase its investment in African enterprises?

IX 4.3
Will Mo Abudu have a major effect on international perceptions of 
Africa?

IX 4.4
Would international intervention in Sudan help or hurt the 
situation?

IX 4.5
Is the Ethiopian government making a mistake in increasing its 
pressure on Tigray rebels?

IX 4.6 Is democracy dead in Sudan?

IX 4.7
Do pharmaceutical patents cause more harm in Africa than 
good?

IX 4.8 Is Tunisia moving towards one-person rule?

IX 4.9 Is President el-Sisi a good leader for the Egyptian people?

IX 4.10 Should Kenya cede control of disputed waters to Somalia?
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USX 1.1
Should the US government immediately ban all PFAS 
chemicals?

USX 1.2 Should the US government ban Bitcoin mining?

USX 1.3
Should the federal government do more to promote electric 
vehicle charging stations right now?

USX 1.4
Should the US government significantly increase the penalties for 
paying off ransomware hackers?

USX 1.5 Should the US encourage more domestic mining of lithium?

USX 1.6 Should large tech companies be broken up?

USX 1.7 Are private spaceflight companies operating safely?

USX 1.8 Would Facebook be better off without Mark Zuckerberg?

USX 1.9 Will electric vehicle sales exceed traditional car sales by 2030?

USX 1.10 How can Facebook be prevented from causing political harm?
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USX 2.1
Should employers pay teleworkers less than their in-office 
counterparts?

USX 2.2 What benchmark rate should US lenders use to replace LIBOR?

USX 2.3
Which state has a stronger economy for the long term: California 
or Texas?

USX 2.4 Is inflation a bigger economic concern than Covid-19?

USX 2.5
What should the federal government do to ease supply-line 
problems in the United States?

USX 2.6
Will online shopping continue to displace in-store shopping in 
2022?

USX 2.7 Are labor unions regaining strength in the United States?

USX 2.8
Should Jerome Powell be re-nominated as Federal Reserve 
chair?

USX 2.9
Covid relief policies (expanded unemployment benefits, PPP 
loans, and others) have expired. Should the federal government 
restore these programs?

USX 2.10
Would targeting billionaires for extra taxation deter 
entrepreneurship?
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USX 3.1 Should the US move its Israeli embassy out of Jerusalem?

USX 3.2
Should the US participate in upcoming rounds of nuclear deal 
discussions with Iran?

USX 3.3
Should the Pentagon significantly increase its focus on climate 
change as a national security threat?

USX 3.4
Should the US prioritize diplomatic efforts over military action 
when dealing with the Taliban government in Afghanistan?

USX 3.5
Was the Biden administration's commitment of military support 
for Taiwan against China a wise political decision?

USX 3.6
Will Covid-19 vaccine mandates for federal workers and military 
personnel weaken national security?

USX 3.7
Should the US significantly decrease the number of active-duty 
personnel in the military?

USX 3.8
Is the Biden Administration taking too long to lift pandemic-
related restrictions on foreign visitors?

USX 3.9
Should the US government increase spending on international 
development?

USX 3.10
Should the US do more to protect Americans' personal data from 
foreign tech companies?
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USX 4.1
Should Texas enact more traditional electricity regulations to 
prevent a repeat of last winter's crisis?

USX 4.2
Should hospitals refuse to treat adult Covid-19 patients who are 
not vaccinated against the virus?

USX 4.3
Why isn't the Biden administration getting more praise from the 
left for the progressive policies passed in the American Rescue 
Plan?

USX 4.4
Will California's ban on gas-powered lawn equipment significantly 
improve the state's air quality?

USX 4.5 Will the 2022 midterm elections be free and fair?

USX 4.6
Will the Supreme Court allow Texas's SB8 abortion ban to 
remain in place?

USX 4.7
Should the federal government create a standardized Covid-19 
"vaccine passport" for nationwide use?

USX 4.8
Does the filibuster do more harm than good to the Senate's 
reputation?

USX 4.9 Is President Biden's "Build Back Better" plan worth its price tag?

USX 4.10 Should Democrats attempt to "pack" the Supreme Court in 2022?


